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ABSTRACT
VIRGINIA ANNE O’BRIEN GAMBLE: Film Tax Credits: Friend or Foe?
(Under the direction of Tonya Kay Flesher)
Today,tax incentives play a major role in the film industry. The primary research
question ofthe thesis is the cost-benefit relationship between these incentives and the
states that provide them. A further research question is how states can remain competitive
amongst one another while maintaining this cost-benefit relationship. A review of
scholarly articles, from economists and film office officials, reveals arguments for and
against the incentive programs. Researching the history ofthese tax incentives in the
United States also provides a basis for an opinion on the potential future incentives may
have in the film industry.
Many economists believe that the film tax incentives are too generous to sustain.
Instead of increasing revenue and creating jobs, they feel the incentives are losing money
and providing opportunities for scandal; however, it is possible that these incentives can
have a positive impact on the states’ economies. Although the incentives are necessary to
attract filmmakers, states cannot solely rely on them to pique filmmakers’ interests.
States that will continue to attract business in the film industry are those that provide
some sort of infrastructure (such as trained crew members and production equipment)in
addition to the incentives. Climate also plays a strong role in a filmmaker’s location
decision. States must have a balance of all ofthese benefits in order to win over film
producers. In the future, limits on the incentives given will be essential in order to
maximize the states’ benefits and do what they were designed to do: attract filmmakers.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
In the early 1900s, Hollywood became the central hub for the motion picture
industry. With its pleasant year-round climate and other natural resources, studios flocked
to Hollywood. Although it has remained a pivotal location for many, other areas have
found that incentives can be used to lure filmmakers away from the Los Angeles area.
Tax incentives come in various forms; however,the most used tax incentive in the
film industry is a tax credit. Unlike a tax deduction, a tax credit reduces the amount ofthe
actual tax (not just the taxable income)dollar for dollar. It functions to remove part of
what is owed by the production company to the taxing authority.
Usually, the production company has to meet certain requirements to justify the
credits: spend a certain amount in the state, hire local workers, or invest in local
infrastructures. Some critics, such as state economists, say that the amount ofthese
credits given is not only embarrassing, but is desperate. This claim is due to the
generosity ofthe credits, and that the credits’ values often exceed the production
company’s liability to the state. Twenty-eight states participated in the tax credit option
as of the end ofthe fiscal year 2011. Out of all ofthe states participating, only California
and Kansas had the foresight to not allow the credits to exceed the tax obligation.
The credits offered to filmmakers become even sweeter when they are
transferrable or refundable. Transferrable credits allow companies(that have more credits
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than liabilities) to sell the remainder of their credits to other taxpayers in order to reduce
tax liability to the state. A refundable credit simply means that the state will pay the
company any balance that exceeds the company's owed taxes. Of the n\'enty-eight states
that offered tax credits in 2011, twenty-six of these allowed them to be transferrable or
refundable. Louisiana, Massachusetts, and Michigan offer both refundable and
transferrable credits. Figure 1-1 shows the availability of tax credits in 2011 and whether
or not those credits were transferable or refundable.
Figure 1-1: 2011 Available Tax Credits by State
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Source: Luther, William. “Movie Production Incentives: Blockbuster Support for Lackluster
Policy.” Tax Foundation: Special Report. January 2010. Print.
The primary research question of this thesis is whether the incentives given to the
motion picture industry are benefiting the states providing them. The thesis addresses the
issues raised by economists and researchers suggesting that the credits cost more than the
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benefits received. States offer these incentives in order to attract the attention of
filmmakers due to the belief that filmmakers will boost the local economies as well as
create jobs for the local people; however, with the incentives being so generous,the
governments may be getting less than the valued effect.
The thesis also examines other reasons why filmmakers are exploring areas other
than Los Angeles, California. The thesis relies on secondary sources. These sources are
taken from scholarly articles that have both positive and negative outlooks on the tax
policies in question. Secondary sources also provide the history ofthe tax programs.
Through them, the changes in the policies can be shown from a broader and unbiased
spectrum.
THE BEGINNING
States offer credits to filmmakers in order to draw them into the areas that will
benefit the states’ economies. Like other industries, film production started outsourcing
for cheaper rates. During the 1990s,film companies fled the United States in order to film
in locations that would reduce production costs. The U.S. really started to notice after
Canada implemented a tax incentive program in 1997. A study performed in 1999 by the
Monitor Group estimated that the United States lost over $10.3 billion to “runaway
productions”(Gentile, 1). Although this number is impossible to accurately measure, the
lack of perceived benefits of filming in local areas was quite noticeable. Runaway
productions are described in two ways: creative runaways and economic runaways.
While the former is based on the creative needs of the script and oftentimes cannot be
avoided, economic runaways can be brought back with incentives.
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Another eye opening experience for Americans happened in 2000. Millions of
people anticipated the epic that was Peter Jackson’s Lord ofthe Rings trilogy. Many
speculated about how much money the project would bring with the filming location. The
three films combined cost almost $300 million dollars and brought everlasting tourism
benefits to the film location of New Zealand.
Years later, Jackson would again bring in revenue to New Zealand. With the
making ofthe Hobbit trilogy, Jackson was given an enormous tax break. After threats of
moving the film elsewhere for cheaper rates, the New Zealand government
“controversially changed employment laws and granted tax breaks amounting to $67
million to Warners in 2010”(Davison, 1). Officials believe that if the trilogy had been
moved. New Zealand would have seen “$1.5 billion in lost revenue from potential jobs,
sub-contracting positions, and local supply of goods and services (Davison, 1). This
number is the dollar value that other possible filming locations such as the United States
did indeed lose. The first film in the trilogy, The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey, earned
$1.15 billion worldwide(a third of which was earned in the United States alone).
New Zealand’s success caused state governments in the U.S. to take notice. After
witnessing the positive impact filmmaking had on New Zealand, Americans took action:
putting into place tax incentives to encourage domestic movie, television, and video
production in local areas. Since the introduction ofthe incentives to the United States in
the 1990s, the number of participating states has drastically increased. Now in 2013,
there are only four remaining states that have not succumbed to the lure ofthe film
industry: Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, and New Hampshire. Out ofthe remaining
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states. 37 states provide filmmakers with tax credits, while others have given the industry’
other types of tax incentives over the years. Figure 1-2 shows the increase in participating
states (states offering some form of film tax incentive) from 2003 to 2013.
Figure 1-2: States Participating in Film Tax Incentive Programs
2003

Louisiana first enacted a tax incentive program in 1992, followed by Minnesota and Hawaii in 1997.
Missouri in 1999, and New Mexico in 2002.

2013

Today, the majority ofstates participate in some form oflax incentive program. North Dakota. Nevada.
New Hampshire, and Nebraska are the only states that have not joined Hollywood.
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CHAPTER TWO
STATES WITHOUT INCENTIVES
While most states provide some sort ofincentive for the film industry, a few
remain unfazed by the success of others. There are also a number of states that give
temporary incentives that will be reviewed and voted upon after several years. Although
the reasons why these states do not offer incentives differ, one fact remains the same
among them: they simply do not need them.
NEBRASKA
Nebraska is one ofthe few states that has yet to give in to Hollywood’s
temptations, and Nebraska Senator Heath Mello is taking notice. He hopes to overturn
the lack of tax incentives for the film industry in his piece of legislation urging “an
incentive that will allow the state to compete with other states and increase film and
television production in this state.”(Ciurej, 1). Although Nebraska currently does not
offer tax incentives, the film and television industry created 881 jobs and brought in
$15.2 million in wages to the Comhusker State (Ciurej, 2).
Mello’s proposed bill would add a 17 percent income tax credit for production
companies that create any film, television, commercial, or web-based projects in
Nebraska. Along with this tax credit, Mello proposed an additional 2 percent offunding
for companies who spend at least $20,000 for any music that is produced locally or by a
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Nebraska resident. Additional tax credits can be earned for companies who use non¬
metropolitan areas in their creations. The bill was proposed in January of2012, but in
April of that same year any measures to pass the bill were postponed indefinitely (Ciurej,
1).
Although some Nebraska natives, like Mello, believe that the film incentive
program will benefit the state, others are looking towards Iowa. In 2007, Iowa enacted a
bill that became nicknamed “half price filmmaking.” The new law granted filmmakers a
tax credit of 50 percent, and Hollywood soon came knocking. In a town where celebrities
began flocking, Des Moines, Iowa, seemed to be reveling in the success of their esteemed
tax incentive program. At one point in time, more than four feature films were in
production in this city alone; however, like all good movies, there was a twist to the
seemingly smooth sailing plot.
In 2009, Nebraska’s neighboring state had a public scandal that ended in jail time
for those involved. The suspicion started when Iowa Governor Chet Culver halted all tax
incentive programs amidst rumors and allegations offraudulent behavior. What launched
the program overhaul was the abrupt resignation of Mark Tramontina, head ofthe Iowa
Department of Economic Development. He was under heavy scrutiny after evidence that
one producer purchased lavish items using the 50 percent credit right under Tramontina’s
nose. The items purchased included everything from an iPod for the filmmaker’s son to a
$61,000 Range Rover for his own personal use. Soon after, the film program’s director,
Tom Wheeler, was fired for lax record keeping, poor oversight, and even criminal abuse
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of the law. Wheeler was in charge ofthe negotiation ofcontracts, reviewing paperwork.
and the ultimate awarding oftax credits.
While Wheeler was the man behind the weak oversight, filmmaker Bruce
Isaacson was the man behind the lavish Range Rover purchase. Although this would
seem like a blatant abuse ofthe law,the program allowed purchase ofone car, failing to
specify if the car had to be included in the film. The incentives also included a 50 percent
credit for production, including entertainment, payroll, lodging, food, and transportation.
While some could argue the luxury SUV is technically a mode oftransportation, and the
iPod fits under entertainment, none ofthese options explain the purchase ofa $1,600
mattress the producer bought for himself
Another convicted member ofthe money-loving group is film producer Wendy
Weiner Runge, who was sentenced to a ten-year prison stint for her role in the Iowa tax
incentive scandal. Runge pleaded guilty to the charges and was given the longest prison
sentence yet for such a crime. Although Runge did not act alone, she was given the
harshest sentence out ofthe group (Barrett, 1). She would later go on to appeal her
conviction; however, she was denied that appeal.
After a state audit was conducted, and evidence of the fraudulent purchases was
discovered, six people working at the Department of Economic Development were
subsequently dismissed. The state audit revealed that $25.6 million was misused through
tax credits to film projects. More than 80 percent ofthe $32 million granted tax credits
had no proper documentation. Despite these facts, on August 2, 2012, accountant Chad
Witter was acquitted on all charges brought against him in the investigation. Witter
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worked for Changing Horses Productions that produced more than five projects that were
brought into question. This company is owned and operated by Nebraska filmmaker
Dennis Brouse of Plattsmouth. This additional link to the Comhusker State may have
added to the skepticism about the film credits in the Nebraska legislature.
The controversy sparked major change in Iowa. Governor Culver stopped all tax
incentive programs indefinitely. He stated, “lowans will not be taken for suckers,’and
that he planned to keep the incentive program under wraps until “proper controls are put
into place”(Robyn, 1). Like all other tax incentive scandals, budgets had indeed been
padded. After Culver’s decision, Hollywood hopefuls believe that Tinseltown has made
its permanent exit.
In an effort to establish a more stable incentive program in Iowa, Senate File 2380
was approved in 2010. This act established legislative committees to oversee and review
all tax expenditure programs. After reviewing the expenditures, the committees also have
the authority and responsibility of reporting the results to a legislative council. In the
report, the committee must include a calculation to determine the state’s return on
investment. The change also suspended the tax incentive program until 2013.
Transparency is needed for the program to gain back the trust ofthe public. In order to be
transparent, full disclosure ofthe cost-benefit relationship is required (Luther, 31-32).
Iowa provides a warning for its neighbor Nebraska. Although the scandal
occurred in Iowa, it was a Nebraska native who was heavily involved. While Nebraska is
potentially missing out on revenue and jobs, the frauds in Iowa may have soured
Nebraska on allowing movie tax credits.
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NEVADA
Like Nebraska, Nevada is one ofthe few states that never adopted a film tax
incentive program. Proposals continue to be made, and they continue to be rejected. This
rejection is primarily because Nevada has something unique to offer production
companies: no income tax (corporate or personal) and the famous Las Vegas(Wiebe, 1).
Although Nevada does not currently offer tax incentives for the film industry, it is
not opposed to the idea ofthe program. After the success ofthe 2009, Nevada-based
blockbuster “The Hangover,’* more Nevada politicians are aiming their sights on the
bright lights of Hollywood. After the film premiered, the city of Las Vegas saw an 8.5
percent increase in visitor volume and a 10.5 percent increase in gaming revenue(Wiebe,
1). In the past, the state has played home to several movie productions; however, due to
the enactment of tax incentives in forty-six states, it may have been losing potential
revenue and significant publicity.
The revenue brought in by the motion picture industry to the state was down $81
million in 2011. Now members ofthe Nevada Film Tax Incentive Task Force are seeking
legislators in favor of Assembly Bill 506. Through this bill, the task force wants to offer a
25 percent rebate on filmmakers’ taxes, lodging, rentals, labor, and food. J.R. Reid,
owner of a Las Vegas-based film lighting company estimates that $200 million would be
earned in revenue if the state handed out $50 million in rebates for filmmakers. An
additional $76 million in taxes would come from increased business due to the publicity
of the films(Wiebe, 1).
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The task force's efforts went unnoticed. The bill was not passed and Nevada
remains one of the few states not offering any incentives. Reid and his team plan to
maintain efforts leading into 2013. Many ofthe companies that wish to film in Las Vegas
fake it by heading to New Mexico. In New Mexico, a 25 percent refundable tax credit is
offered. In 2011, the New Mexico film office reported that $232.1 million was spent on
movie productions. While the state paid only $73.8 million in credits, the positive impact
was more than $696 million (Wiebe, 1).
Despite not having tax incentives for film, Nevada is still being utilized by willing
filmmakers. In 2011, Nevada played host to 479 productions. The total revenue from
these productions reached $102.5 million, an increase from $81.1 million in 2010. The
state is taking necessary measures to ensure that it is not losing out on missed
opportunities. Representatives have hired a company based out of Texas to study
incentives and the projected growth that they create. An important note from an Ernst &
Young study on the subject is that incentives are not effective iffilms would take place
within the state regardless. This conclusion may be the case for the home of Las Vegas
(Phillips, Cline, Fox, 10). Nevada is in close proximity to Hollywood and has prime
filming weather year round. These factors may be enough to entice filmmakers. For now.
if filmmakers want to have to a movie based in “Sin City” they will pay full price to do
so.
NORTH DAKOTA
Another state with no film incentive policy is North Dakota. Although North
Dakota has no designated tax incentive program for the film industry, it is said to have
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the “nation's fairest" tax structure (“Film Production Guide”, 1). The state has a tax
exemption for any “primary sector businesses, which add value to a product, process, or
service which creates new wealth.” The exemption requires any individual, company, or
corporation doing business to file a tax return. This includes a production company in the
film industry and its employees. The State Board of Equalization must then approve the
exemption. Additionally, a credit is available for the amount ofsales tax paid to another
state on equipment brought into the state of North Dakota(“Film Production Guide , 1).
Instead of providing specific film incentives. North Dakota tries accommodating
production companies in other ways. If a filmmaker shows interest in the area, a
“production guide” will be sent him or her. Inside this guide is a list of local crews and
contacts that the producers use. The guide also provides information on the North Dakota
Indian Reservations and weather data. Despite this effort to accommodate film crews.
North Dakota will need to drastically improve its film benefits in order to draw in a
Hollywood crowd.
Although North Dakota may be missing out on opportunities in the job market for
filmmakers, they are not suffering. In fact, the state has the lowest unemployment rate in
the nation since the economic crisis. It is also home to the fastest job growth rate. Most
states provide filmmaking incentives in hopes ofincreasing job production; however, the
film incentives may be unnecessary for North Dakota given its current financial position
(Brown, 1).
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
New Hampshire takes an interesting approach when it comes to luring filmmakers
to the state. No incentive program is put into place, but the New Hampshire Film &
Television Office's website boasts how “diverse” and “relaxed” the atmosphere in the
state can be for production companies. Although the state offers no incentives, it does
have a permit-free policy and has no sales, personal income, or use tax. The website also
offers filmmakers a “crew” directory to enlist production cast and crewmembers to aid in
the creation of the producers’ next project(Bums, 1).
The New Hampshire Film & Television Office also reminds filmmakers that it is
in close proximity to both Boston and New York City. Although it may be close to these
big cities, Massachusetts and New York enacted tax incentive programs in 2006 and
2007, respectively. If New Hampshire wants to win over filmmakers, it might need to
enlist the help of film tax incentives.
CHAPTER SUMMARY
Perhaps states like Nevada do not have any use for the tax incentive programs. If
a movie requires a scene shot in Las Vegas,the filmmaker can easily schedule a few days
to shoot in the area. The production can then move to an area that does offer tax
incentives to film the remainder ofthe project. By doing so, filmmakers will reap the
benefits of tax credit policies, while only paying “full price” for the few days spent in
Nevada.
In other states(New Hampshire, Nebraska, and North Dakota)there is little or no
reason to film in the states at all. There really are no famous landmarks in these states,
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nor is there a reason that a filmmaker could not simply fake being in the states. There are
also no infrastructures in these areas to provide any noneconomic incentives in the film
industry. Despite these facts, it is possible for the nonparticipating states to bring in a
substantial number of productions by simply maintaining their existing tax structure.
Both Nevada and Nebraska manage to lure in production companies without providing
specific film tax incentives. In most cases, however, states without film tax incentives
can simply be avoided.
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CHAPTER THREE
STATES WITH INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
This chapter introduces a few states that have enacted tax incentive programs.
While the programs may have changed over the years, Louisiana, Michigan, New
Mexico, and Arizona have fought to defend the existence offilm tax incentives. Some
states like Mississippi are relatively new to the program and are hoping to catch up with
their competitors. Despite the years of participation, all ofthese states have their
supporters and critics.
LOUISIANA
With Louisiana steadily becoming the second home for Hollywood, it is no
surprise that its officials believe that 2013 will be a record-breaking year. According to
Chris Stelly, director of Louisiana Entertainment, Louisiana received more inquiries
about filming locations in the first few months of2013 than any past year. Not only does
the state provide more than generous tax credits, but it also has a variety of landscapes.
Its surroundings include swamps,forests, and big city buildings. A production company
can get small Southern charm for its film, or dark alleyways found in cities like New
York (“Louisiana’s Film Industry Packs Needed Economic Punch”, 1).
Although Louisiana first introduced film tax incentives in 1992, it did not become
a filmmaking powerhouse until the early 2000s. In 2003, after Louisiana passed the
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production incentive bill, the industry supported an increased number of 13,445 jobs and
revenue output of$336.3 million. In 2004, Louisiana passed the tax credit legislation and
has reaped the benefits ever since. Figure 3-1 displays the total change that tax incentives
provide Louisiana from 2003 to 2010(Baxter, 1).
Figure 3-1: Change in Louisiana from Years 2003-2010
2003

2010

Total Change

5,437 jobs

7,990.4jobs

2,553.4 increase in jobs

$7.5 million output

$1,057.7 million output

$1,050.2 increase in output

Since 2002, more than $2 billion has been spent on film productions in Louisiana.
Ofthat amount, Louisiana saw a direct impact on its economy of$1.48 billion. Not only
have the number of productions increased, but the budgets ofthose productions have
increased as well. The average budgets of Louisiana-based films have also doubled in the
past few years. The job growth in the film industry for the state has also climbed on an
average of23 percent each year.
After this substantial success more than 150 projects were filmed in Louisiana and
approximately $1.5 billion was spent in instate investments in 2011. The state, now
nicknamed “the other LA,” provides an investment tax credit of up to 15 percent, along
with other forms of privileges like rebates and sales tax exemptions. Now,other states are
struggling to keep up with the Bayou State (“Louisiana’s Film Industry Packs Needed
Economic Punch”, 1). Simply put,“[t]he competition between states at this point is so
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intense that states can understandably conclude that trying to outdo Louisiana...in
generosity isn't worth ir (Luther, 1).
According to some officials, “Louisiana is staying competitive because [its] tax
credits are transferrable and the net is greater”(Alpert, 1). The credits can be transferred
between the companies that earned them and others who want to buy them. To alleviate
problems for filmmakers. First Bank and Trust has an organization that deals specifically
with these issues: FBT Film and Entertainment. This segment ofthe company’s role is to
“broker the credits between parties.” It also provides production companies with the
necessary features like payroll, legal, and accounting departments (Alpert, 1).
Along with generous tax incentives, Louisiana provides other benefits with which
other states cannot compete. The state is working with film producers in order to build
adequate infrastructures. While tax laws are uncertain, the local infrastructure will be a
more permanent means in order to keep film production in the South. Included in the
services are film and video sound stages, production offices and studios, and a various
assortment of financial and accountancy services. Other studios, being built in Baton
Rouge, will also include hotels, offices, sound stages, and storage warehouse for film
equipment.
Another way Louisiana is bettering its infrastructures is through education. Local
colleges and universities are enhancing film education programs. These education
programs will be a source of a trained workforce in the industry. With an increasing
number of state and local film festivals, students can show offtheir finished products.
The number of movies and television programs being produced in the urban areas make it
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readily available to these students to gain hands-on experience in the industry. In the
future, perhaps this infrastructure will allow Louisiana to reduce the film tax incentives it
offers. If the level of Louisiana's infrastructure reaches that of Los Angeles’,the state
will likely become attractive enough to filmmakers without offering such extreme tax
incentives.
Some examples of big-budget productions taking advantage ofthe tax credits and
infrastructure are newest Stephanie Meyer film The Host and the Tom Cruise actionadventure project Oblivion. The Host had a total budget of approximately $44 million
dollars. Of this amount,an estimated $33 million was spent in the “the Bayou State.'
Along with this film. Oblivion, filmed in New Orleans, cost upwards of$175 million,
raking in more than $75 million for the state of Louisiana. With a steady stream of
blockbuster movies heading south, it appears as though the tax credits are validated.
Since the beginning of Louisiana’s tax credit program, more than $1 billion in
credits have been given to filmmakers. These transferrable and reflmdable tax credits
have seen a 29 percent increase in the past year alone. Secretary of Economic
Development Stephen Moret believes that the credits are working and attracting business
to the state. He says, "Louisiana is now No. 3 in the country in film production activity.
and the industry supports thousands ofjobs in Louisiana that previously did not exist. In
fact, some economists have estimated the economic impact of film tax credits in
Louisiana to be nearly six times the fiscal cost of the tax credits"(Adelson, 1). However,
the Louisiana Budget Project report denies this claim. Although these numbers support
the validity of the tax incentives given to the film industry, some say the numbers are
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coming at a cost. The author of the Louisiana Budget Project report, Tim Mathis, claims
that the money used for the film industry tax credits could be better used elsewhere.
According to the report. Louisiana spent $7.30 for every $1 brought in through revenues
in 2010.
Mathis agrees that the incentives are popular amongst Hollywood producers, so
instead of eliminating the program altogether, he is recommending gradual cutbacks. "If
subsidies do not lead to a self-sustaining industry, able to compete and provide permanent
jobs without government help, then the state needs to invest elsewhere," according to the
report(Adelson, 1). In this respect, Mathis believes that, “Louisiana's film tax credit
program has failed. Rather than creating permanent, good-paying jobs, Louisiana's
program simply 'rents'jobs, many of which would disappear without the subsidy”
(Adelson, 1).
Although some, like Mathis, believe that the jobs being created are not
permanent, Louisiana has changed its policy to alleviate this concern. The most recent
changes to its legislation are the tax credits provided for digital media (digital media
being a very broad term). Its definition includes everything from video games to iPhone
apps (Alpert, 1). Leonard Alsfed, the CEO of FBT Film and Entertainment believes the
addition of the digital credit can provide a more stable job market. He stated, “the beauty
of digital credit is that it makes permanentjobs where film productions make temporary
jobs”(Alpert, 1).
Despite the addition of the digital credit, the director ofthe Budget Project, Jan
Moller, believes the film tax credits are not worth the cost stating, "[t]he money we pay
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out is far greater than the amount we get back in return. It's a big expense. This is real
money. This is money we could otherwise be spending on education, on health care, on
cops and firefighters, on roads and bridges”(Dali, 1). The report released by the budget
group claimed that for every film industry job that has been created, Louisiana has spent
$60,000. Moller thinks that the program is overshadowing and “crowding out” other
Louisiana priorities (Dali. 1).
Another reason critics could dislike the tax incentive programs is the potential for
fraud. With the amount of money that producers can save in Louisiana, it is the home of
every filmmaker's dream; however,the savings may not be enough for some greedy
dealmakers who seek more benefits through illegal actions. In 2007, an investigation
initiated by the FBI led to the conviction offormer film office head Mark Smith. He was
sentenced to serve two years in prison for accepting bribes, totaling $135,000, in
exchange for handing out lucrative tax credits to unwarranted producer Malcolm Petal.
The investigation also led to the conviction of Petal and lawyer William Bradley for
conspiring to bribe a state official. Bradley split the money with Smith. Smith’s role was
to persuade filmmakers to use Louisiana as a location(Maggi, 1). Before his arrest, he
was considered a pioneer ofthe incentive program of Louisiana.
MICHIGAN
Michigan is a close second to Louisiana for being known as the most generous
state when it comes to giving tax incentives. This state gives the entertainment industry a
tax credit of up to 42 percent for any production costs spent in the state. These credits are
also transferrable and refundable. Since the passing of this tax incentive program.
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Michigan has seen a rise in the number of movies shot there. The film incentive program
for Michigan was first enacted in 2008. Between 2008 and 2011, more than 100 films
have been produced in the state, including the box office hit “Gran Torino.”
Although the state has seen the benefits ofthe program, at one point the governor
of the state wanted to place a cap on the incentives during times of decreasing tax
revenues. This possibility sparked Senate Bill No. 383. The bill was proposed to protect
and preserve the tax incentive program. As a result, the Convention and Visitors Bureau
funded a study by Ernst & Young to further research the cost-benefit relationship. The
research concluded that for every dollar of net film credit in 2010, an additional $5.94
was generated in Michigan economic output(Posey and Wells, 1). According to the
report, when the economic downturn occurred, the film credit helped many Michigan
suppliers avoid bankruptcy or closure.
In 2013, Michigan Governor Rick Snyder vowed to cut back the state’s film
subsidy program in an effort to allocate more money to the state’s tourism program
efforts. As a result, film studios have abandoned Michigan for other venues. In the past
several months, the Michigan film policy has been suffering in comparison to its past
years, and now the state’s pension fund is left to finance the dwindling movie deals.
NEW MEXICO
While some states are cutting back on the incentives they give to the film
industry, others are rethinking the policies in a progressive way. New Mexico’s policy
offers filmmakers a 25 percent tax rebate with a total cap of$50 million. According to a
study performed by Ernst & Young,the state was the backdrop for 30 films in 2007.
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These films generated $253 million and led to an increase in in-state tax collections
(Phillips, Cline, and Fox, 1). The number of movies filmed in New Mexico quadrupled
since the introduction in 2003.
New Mexico has recently seen success with AMC’s “Breaking Bad” and USA’s
“In Plain Sight." However, all programs that New Mexico put into place have not
survived through the years. In 2011, Governor Susana Martinez ended a zero-interest
loan program that was offered to filmmakers. Each loan gave $15 million dollars to film
and television makers. Although this policy did not survive,the refundable tax credit still
remains an option for producers. Researchers disagree on which program is best and what
policy should have actually ended. Figure 3-2 shows the dollar values ofthe refundable
credit program over the years. From 2003 to 2011, New Mexico spent $223.9 million in
approved tax credits.
Figure 3-2: Dollar Values of New Mexico’s Refundable Program

Year

Actual
Spend

Financial
Impact

Major
Productions

Credits
Approved

2003

$15.7 M

$47.1 M

5

$1.2

2004

$12.0 M

$36.0 M

7

$3.4

2005

$62.0 M

$186.0 M

16

MJL
$10.7

2006

$153.4 M

$460.2 M

21

2007

$150.8 M

$452.4 M

22

$17.7

2008

$274.2 M

$822.6 M

30

$46.2

2009

$259.4 M

$778.2 M

24

$76.7

2010

$193.5 M

$580.5 M

16

$65.9

2011

$53.8 M

$161.4 M

6

N/A

Totals

$1.2 B

$3.6 B

147

$223.9 M

In comparison, Figure 3-3 shows the total economic impact that the loan program
provided for the state in 2011. While the given loan amounts totaled $243,741,502, the
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total amount spent within New Mexico totaled $245,343,714. The $1.6 million difference
in these amounts is the revenue the state would have lost ifthe loan program had not
existed (Conrad. 1).
Figure 3-3: Economic Impact of New Mexico’s Loan Program

Film Investment Program
New Mexico Economic Impact
Since Inception through December 31,2011
Total NM
Project Name
Suspect Zero
Blir)d Honzon
Elvis Has Left the Building
Cruel World(aka The Expenment)
Wildfire
First Snow
Bordertown
Wildfire - The Series - Season i
The Flock
Intervention (aka Funny Farm)
Seraphim Falls
Wildfire - The Series - Season 2
(V
Undead or Alive: A Zombedy
Living Hell(The Horror Chronicles)

Loan Amount
S7.5C0.0O0
S4.780.000
S7.500.000

Below the
Line Payroll
SI.500.000
S787.000
S1Z68.000

Total Spent
in New
Mexico Crew
Mexico
Total New

121
107
132

$5,400,000
$3,100,000
S4.600.(K)0

S1.7D0.000
$4,004,807
S7.300.000
S15.000.000
S15.000.000
SZ300.000

$334,000
$1,030,000
$668,000
SZ455.000
$4,063,000

48
117
85
137
212

S3.017.880
SI.603.003
$10,317,634
$14,500,000

S4Z01.022

235

$17.04Z487

S1Z420.000

71

S15.000.000

$U3e.872
SZe87.868

263

S3.286.463
S8.486.516

S15.000.000

S4.665.734

135

511.766.766

S3.7e8.4t0

$872,678

153

S2.734Z89

S3.858.646

51.162.737

136

$2,664,525
SZ120Z76

S3.450.001

seeo.534

lie

Employee of the Month
Wildfire - The Series - Season 3

S13.00Z6&4

SI.677.670

237

S8.13Z265

$15,000,000

S4.500.132

175

S1ZD14.922

Buried Alh'e (The Horror Chronicles)

Wildfire - The Series - Season 4

S15.000.000

S4.358.784

184

$13,408,443

In the Valley of Elah

S15.000.000

$3ZS0.036

224

S11.054.308

Swing Vote
The Burrowers

S15.000.000

S4Z27.160

375

$12,607,463

S7.036.854

SI.415.733

227

$3,826,848

Game

S15.000.000

S5.715.145

406

$28,553,447

Crash (The TV Series)
Book of Eli

SI5.000.000
SI5.000.000

S3.351.786
$7.608.135

236
508

$16,873,722
S43.20Z084

$243,741,502

$64,968,357

4,649

$245,343,714

Totals

Source: Conrad. “New Me.xico’s ‘Model Film Incentive* Program." Film This. June 1,2012.
<http://www.filmthis.net/film-this-news/new-mexico’s-“model-film-incentive”-program/> Web.

This $245 million in revenue spent in the state may be compared with the benefits
that the refundable tax credit produce. Although $243 million was paid out in loans, all of
the loans were paid back in full. By comparing the charts, the $223 spent in cash for the
refundable credits puts New Mexico at a loss because unlike the loans, this amount is not
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repaid. With the refundable credit program, the state receives about 20 cents for every
dollar it gives to filmmakers. Although the loan program is preferable for New Mexico,
the refundable tax credit program is more likely to attract filmmakers(Conrad, 1).
ARIZONA
Arizona introduced a 20 percent tax credit program in 2005 and utilized the
program until its expiration in 2010. In 2009,seventeen companies sought approval and
employed 250 Arizona residents for the productions. Out ofthose seventeen, only four
companies reached final approval once their projects were finished. These four
companies alone spent around $9.3 million dollars in the state and were responsible for
$600,000 in taxes; however, after receiving credits that totaled $2.6 million the state’s
general fund ended up spending about $2 million (Silva, 1). This inefficient spending led
to the extinction of the program in 2010.
Despite this perceived failure, there remain supporters ofthe program. After four
proposals in four years, the Senate Committee on Commerce, Energy, and Military
unanimously voted to approve a bill that would reenact a film tax incentive program in
2013. The renewed program includes a 20 percent tax credit for companies who spend a
minimum of$250,000 in Arizona. The bill also includes a cap on the tax credits awarded.
No more than $70 million in tax credits would be approved (Silva, 1).
MISSISSIPPI
Interest in the film industry is continually growing in Mississippi following the
success of surrounding states like Louisiana and Georgia. Although Mississippi does not
offer a tax credit, it does provide filmmakers with a cash rebate. This rebate program
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given by the Mississippi Motion Picture Incentive received a five percent increase in
2011. Along with the rebate boost, film infrastructures are popping up all around the
state. Tupelo recently opened a production facility, while Canton is home to a purposebuilt stage.
The incentive increase is thought to “[put] us on cash-equal footing with
Louisiana," Ward Emlind, director ofthe Mississippi Film Office said (McCullough, 1).
Mississippi's film incentive program gives a 25 percent cash rebate on money spent
within the state. This differs from Louisiana and Georgia programs that give tax credits to
filmmakers.
Witnessing the popularity of the Mississippi-filmed movie. The Help, which
earned Mississippi $13 million ofthe $25 million budget, other filmmakers are looking to
extend their productions to the Hospitality State. Recently the rights to Mississippi native
William Faulkner’s works became available. In 2012, actor James Franco hosted a
casting call in Jackson, Mississippi for his adaptation ofFaulkner’s As 1Lay Dying,
Staying true to Faulkner’s vision. Franco filmed the project in Mississippi. The film was
shown in the 2013 Cannes Film Festival, which may provide substantial publicity for the
film opportunities Mississippi has to offer.
Wes Benton,from Jackson, has worked on Hollywood productions such as IAm
Legend, The Chronicles ofNarnia, and The Polar Express. His production company. Red
Planet Entertainment, is bringing its business to Benton’s home state. Benton believes
that film production “could be the largest employer and biggest revenue generator” in
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Mississippi. He states, **[If Mississippi] could take 25 percent from [Georgia and
Louisiana], that's $500 million a year of new industry”(McCullough,2).
Along w ith the rest ofthe state, Mississippi's Gulf Coast is also looking to expand
its film opportunities. A coastal film office is in the process of being built. John
McFarland of Sun Herald Multimedia is part ofthe team responsible for overseeing the
building of the film office. In the last decade, the coast has lost out on opportunities due
to “a lack of coordination and cooperation between coast cities and entities”
(McCullough, 1). Lost production possibilities have included The Ladykillers starring
Tom Hanks and Runaway Jwy an adaption of Mississippi author John Grisham’s novel
of the same name. The Gulf Coast Office will work in conjunction with the Mississippi
Film Office to promote and coordinate film activity.
CHAPTER SUMMARY
Although Louisiana is currently the most progressive state for film tax incentives.
the competition is growing. If other states like Mississippi continue to increase their
infrastructures, tax incentives will not be enough to ensure filmmakers move to certain
locations. States that provide transferrable and refundable credits, like Louisiana and
Michigan, may need to rethink these policies in order to maximize the benefits they
receive. The addition of New Mexico’s and Arizona’s limits on the tax incentives may be
just the thing that makes their programs successful. These limits will keep the states from
overspending in the film industry, leaving enough funds that can be spent in other
government areas. With Louisiana’s infrastructure and climate, it is possible that it could
utilize caps on the tax credits and still remain the most successful state.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DOWNSIDE TO INCENTIVES
This chapter includes reasons why some might be against the generous incentive
programs for the film industry. Some researchers believe that funds can be better spent
elsewhere. Others believe that Hollywood cameras bring attention to what some state
officials would like to keep behind the curtain.

NEGATIVE IMAGES
MTV’s Jersey Shore
The New Jersey Film Production Assistance Program gives loan guarantees up to
30 percent or $1.5 million, whichever is lesser. This policy was enacted before New
Jersey received its biggest recognition: MTV’s The Jersey Shore. Since this
programming aired. New Jersey Governor Chris Christie has publicly stated that he is in
favor of revoking a $420,000 subsidy that the Economic Development Authority was
giving to the project. This is the same organization that delivers the loan guarantees. The
revocation was prompted by Governor Christie’s statement,“’Italian-American groups
[that] have been complaining, since the tax credits were announced ...that New Jersey
is subsidizing stereotypes’”(Felton, 2). Additional complaints against the reality series
included the possible impact the show would have on tourism.
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The Jersey Shore was thought to have a negative effect on tourism, instead ofthe
intended positive one. Although the threat ofthis retraction pacified the Italian-American
groups, critics might have to wait for the day when New Jersey stops aiding the lives of
the Jersey Shore cast. Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey, paid $32,000 for a
special lecture speaker. The speaker was none other than Nicole “Snooki” Polizzi. Her
message of“study hard, but party harder” is easy to live by when one is being fimded by
government grants.
Although MTV wrapped the final season ofthe controversial show in late 2012,
three spin-off series have been created featuring cast members. Snooki andJWowM’aired
in 2012 and was granted a second season to appear in 2013.“Pauly D” ofthe Jersey
Shore group was also given a show of his own that followed his life as a DJ titled, the
Pauly D Project. Lastly, The Show With Vinny is a talk show on MTV hosted by another
member of the Jersey Shore cast.

Buck Wild
Like Governor Christie’s desire to end the incentives for the fist-pumping group
of the Jersey Shore, West Virginia officials are stopping forces behind another MTV
project entitled Buck Wild. The show centered around a group of recent high school
graduates from a wide range of socio-economic backgrounds. Although the company
behind the show applied twice for the benefits, they were turned down both times.
Director of the West Virginia Film Office, Pam Haynes said,“The legislation is clear that
a production company can’t participate in the program if it shows West Virginia in a
derogatory manner”(White, 1).
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People of the state are worried that the TV show will further the reputation that
other programs created. The Wild Wondeiful ^%ites of West Virginia is a documentary
filmed in 2009 portraying the family ofthe late Ray White. In the film, the family abuses
drugs, people, and the welfare system. Along with this devastating documentary is the
role of West Virginia teen. Leah Messer, on the MTV reality show 16 and Pregnant. She
later appeared on the follow-up show Teen Mom 2, where the audience can see cast
members in trouble with their families and often times the law. Both unflattering
depictions are what the state is trjdng to avoid.
Although the executive producer of Buck Wild, J.P. Williams, is from West
Virginia he is also behind Blue Collar Comedy, which gained fame by exploiting country
behavior(White, 2). This image is one that the state is trying to shed. Buck Wildis
supposedly trying to show the teens in their natural habitat:“mud racing, squirrel hunting
and rope swinging”(White, 1). Although these pastimes are seemingly innocent, viewers
outside of the region could view them as “hillbilly”(White, 2). The actions ofthe teens
are often dangerous to themselves and to the property around them.
Haynes says, “‘the tax incentive program ... is about making sure that an
application has at least good intentions in representing the state,”(White, 2). Despite not
receiving the green light for the incentives, production continued and Buck Wild
premiered in early 2013. Each episode is prefaced with a warning to not imitate the
behavior of the cast, for it can often cause bodily harm (White, 1). Since the show’s
airing, the cast has been riddled with hard times. Like some of those on Teen Mom 2, a
few cast members have gotten into trouble with the law. Although the program was
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renewed for a second season, production was ultimately cancelled in April 2013 after the
untimely death of one of the show's stars.
POTENTIAL LACK OF JOB CREATION
Tax incentives given to the film industry have been portrayed as “villains” by
certain non-profit organizations. A report prepared by William Luther declares that
“based on fanciful estimates of economic activity and tax revenue, states are investing in
movie production projects with small returns and taking unnecessary risks with the
taxpayer dollars' (Luther, 1).
Citing these poor estimates, some say job creation cannot truly be estimated. Job
creation is an obvious benefit that the majority of these states think they are getting by
bringing in more job opportunities that come with film. The question of job creation
comes into play when the initial offer of credits goes out; how many local employees are
being hired? The truth of the matter is that these jobs are not permanent. The majority of
feature films end after four to six months. Soon the crews working on these projects are
once again out of a job. These positions are not being filled with people crowding the
unemployment line either. They are filled with professionals who at one time had a
permanent job. In short, people are leaving their jobs to work in the film industry, thus
jobs are being taken away. Film crews also bring in many of their own employees: people
who have worked in the entertainment industry professionally. There may be fewer new
jobs produced than politicians realize. Financial advisors and government officials should
realize that “moving 100 jobs from one state to another does nothing for the nation’s
economy .. .”(Luther, 1).
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ILLEGAL ACTIONS
Iowa and Louisiana are not the only states to have legal troubles regarding the
generous tax incentive plans. The state of Massachusetts is holding legal proceedings
against writer/director Daniel Adams. Massachusetts currently allows filmmakers a 25%
tax credit for filmmaking expenses. Adams allegedly took advantage ofthis by
exaggerating the expenses he incurred while filming the movies The Golden Boys and
The Lightkeepers both set in the Cape Cod area. If prosecutors are correct in their
estimations, and Adams did in fact inflate his expenses, the state would have overpaid the
California native around $4.7 million (Robyn, 1).
On April 19. 2012. the moviemaker pleaded guilty to larceny and making a false
claim. Adams was sentenced to two to three years in prison along with an additional tenyear probation sentence. Although the 10 indictments totaled a whopping $4.7 million, he
was only ordered to pay back $4.4 million in restitution and damages. Now,he has just
ten short years to repay this debt he owes to the state of Massachusetts. Adams’ case of
fraud certainly has critics groaning about the tax credits given to the film industry
(Robyn, 1).
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CHAPTER SUMMARY
In order to protect against negative images like those

Jersey Shore brought

New Jersey, states can simply choose to not award tax credits to certain programs. By
choosing which productions to allow credits, the state can maintain its image as well as
its budget. Further, states can offer training and educational programs to ensure that jobs
are being created and not just transferred between states. By providing the talent locally,
the states are also increasing the money spent within in the state. Lastly, it is improbable
to believe that all illegal activity in the film tax incentive programs will stop; however,
states can use proper controls to avoid this behavior. By placing caps on the incentives
and approving each production individually, states can at least minimize the amount of
money that is spent on fraudulent activity.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS
By exploring the states that do and do not provide incentives, the conclusion of
the thesis is as follow s. States need to consider other factors in order for the cost-benefit
relationship to remain effective for the competing states. Additional incentives, film
infrastructures, and endless competition play distinct roles in how successful a state’s tax
incentive program wall be.

ADDITIONAL INCENTIVES
In order to remain competitive, some states go above and beyond the typical tax
policy. Various states include sales tax exemptions and lodging tax reductions in addition
to the typical cash and rebate policies. Although sales tax exemption does not provide a
major incentive for companies, the benefits can grow to a substantial number by the end
of the production’s life cycle. Due to the limited life cycles ofthese productions, states
often provide lodging options for a specified period oftime. Vermont,for example,
eliminates lodging tax after 31 days have been spent in residence. This limitation IS
i an
effort to keep the production company in Vermont.
Wisconsin is one of the most creative states when it comes to additional
incentives. These incentives include the free use of state-owned buildings and locati
ions,
fee-free permits, and the use of“traffic control” police. The latter option is most crucial
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when filming action-packed scenes on public roads. Crowd control is necessary, but
blocking roads for private use is crucial.
INFRASTRUCTURE
Like additional incentives given to filmmakers by a few states, infrastructure is
equally important. In order to lure production companies in, states must remain
competitive with the filmmaking structures. North Carolina won big with the addition of
the Iron Man 3 production. By providing companies with the largest sound studio outside
of Hollywood, as well as the largest water canyon, North Carolina has won over many
big dollar productions. Iron Man 3 alone is said to have had an $80 million impact on the
state while creating over 1,550 jobs in the industry. The state not only gives a 25 percent
tax incentive, but it also has the trained professionals and infrastructure necessary to
make a big budget movie.
The soundstage is actually EUE/Screen Gems Studios and is located in
Wilmington- Twenty-nine productions have already lined up North Carolina as their
filming location in 2013. These productions have an estimated budget of$200 million
with an expected employment of 24,500 throughout the industry. With the help ofthis
soundstage. North Carolina had a record-breaking year. Total 2012 year-end productions
exceeded $376 million, and hosted job opportunities for more than 20,000(“Iron Man 3
to Film in NC”,1).
A study of the effects of tax incentives in the film industry performed by Ernst &
Young suggests “the most important factors ...[include] access to the needed quality
and supply of workers”(Phillips, Cline, Fox, 11). This infrastructure and homegrown
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talent is where most states are lacking. In order to be competitive, film offices must
provide more than tax incentives. From the filmmaker’s perspective, it costs more to
bring in crewmembers than to hire locally at the filming location. By having programs to
train residents, the state will increase the number ofjobs created, as well as increase the
dollar amount filmmakers spend within the state.
In Mississippi, for example, filmmakers have to outsource some ofthe crew
positions for their projects. Mississippi filmmaker, Wes Benton believes that “’[IJighting
and grips are the two key people on the set. They do all the labor;’” however, when he
filmed Rites ofSprings in the Hospitality State, he had to look elsewhere for these crew
members(McCullough, 2). For his 2011 productioa Benton was able to get local
catering, but he had to hire crewmembers from outside ofthe state. Money spent on
outside crewmembers could easily be spent inside the production state if proper training
was provided.
The Mississippi Film Office agrees with Benton, believing that Mississippi’s only
weak spot is the lack of skilled labor. The MFC’s Director, Ward Emling says, a crew
base is essential”(McCullough, 1). Louisiana maintains this advantage over Mississippi
due to the fact that Louisiana has been “attracting the industry consistently over the last
several years.” Nina Parikh, Mississippi’s Deputy Film Office Director, plans on
providing training for film crewmembers.“[Filmmakers] look for actors, grips, electric,
production assistants, craft services, caterers, assistant directors, location scouts and
managers, camera assistants, people to do special effects.” Parikh hopes to bring training
in these key areas to Mississippi (McCullough, 1).
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The Mississippi Film Office has reached out to local community colleges to
install a film production curriculum. A workshop, the Mississippi Film Summit, will
bring producers, bankers, and CPAs together to encourage workforce development. To
remain competiti\ e in the film industry, states need to follow Mississippi’s lead and
emphasize the importance of a sound infrastructure (McCullough, 1).
ENDLESS COMPETITION
When it comes to staying competitive in the film industry, is the battle ever over?
Once states reach the same limits as Louisiana, the most generous state, is it inevitable
that the incentives given will only increase? Since the majority of states offer incentives,
the net effect is just a transfer of wealth from states to production compames. At some
point, the costs of these incentives will outweigh the benefits the states receive. Some
states have addressed this issue by placing caps(or limits) on the existing tax incentive
programs. An example of a cap is to give rebates for film producers who spend a
specified amount of money within the state, as well as put a limit on the refund available.
Once the limit of the tax credits is exceeded, the state will cease giving credits to the
filmmakers.
Although Louisiana is the most competitive state within the United States, it is
not the only threat to other states’ programs. As shown in the Lord ofthe Rings and
Hobbit trilogies. New Zealand outweighed all other governments’ ability to lure in
filmmakers. When it comes to tax incentives, filmmakers are looking on a global scale
for their big budget productions. In some cases it may be improbable or even impossible
to compete with other states, let alone other countries.
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SUMMARY
Stales that desire to attract film and media productions have major decisions to
make and little lime to do so. With forty-six participating states, it is unlikely for late
arrivals to conquer those slates that a longstanding relationship with Hollywood. Firstly,
states must decide if ihe\ are desirable enough v\ithout the tax incentives as a factor. The
weather and location play just as big of a role as the tax incentives themselves. After a
state has established whether or not it has these attractive qualities, the government must
choose which type of program to establish: tax credits, rebates, loans, or other incentives.
Additionally, in order to maximize the benefits they are receiving, states must utilize caps
and limits as safeguards against overspending. States who want to remain competitive in
i
the film industry must be willing to spend money on infrastructure and education
programs. Finally, the incentive program must have strict oversight and disclosure
controls. These safeguards will reduce the amount offraudulent activity and help to
promote the incentives to economists. A balance ofthese factors provides a relationship
that will ultimately benefit both the state and the filmmaker.
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